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A Rollercoaster Ride in this Semester 

 
Experiencing this subject was such a total disaster especially to those students 

who doesn’t have any laptops or computers and internet. And I am also one of these 
students. 

This subject was new to me because in my past school years, ICT wasn’t in our 
curriculum. And with that, I told myself that “I need to cope up with the new teachings 
that our Sensei will teach us.” 

At first, it was easy. Sensei taught us the basics in ICT. Honestly, I’ve learned 
also some things about like the ones who Sensei taught us. We’ve made some outputs 
out from Microsoft. Days later, our topics were in a stage wherein I must say it was 
starting to be hard. And so days passed and it was really hard! The days that I’ve 
looked for a friend that will help me in making the first ever blog that our Sensei had told 
us, I must say it was really frustrating. Especially when I’ve made my blog, I must admit 
that I have difficulties in sharing what are the things inside my mind. It was really, really, 
really a wide frustrations inside my head. Learning also the citation formats were also 
one of it, and it was also frustrating. And the other topics that followed. 

On the other hand, I must also say that this topic helped me so much and I 
couldn’t deny the importance of this topic. These topic will help me in my future 
purposes and I will also have enough knowledge in manipulating technologies. I’ve 
learned that if you don’t want to cram with the things, you should do it all ahead of time. 
Another thing is to listen and focus to the discussions. Next is to apply perfectly the 
topics and one more thing is to help others or your group mates in their difficulties. 
Truly, this semester have been into ups and downs like when you are riding in a 
rollercoaster. However, I’ve learned the most is to strive hard for achieving the goals we 
want to accomplish. All in all, I’ve learned a lot. And a lot to share with other peers. 

 
“Never give up. There are always tough times, regardless of what you do in 

anything in life. Be able to push through those times and maintain your ultimate goal.” - 
Nathan Chen 


